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Inquiry hearing case — Deed partitioning
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ݵጁࡵݙઘфߞؔڭЙᚎඏȂփѷߏ
ӹݽգᑟྻԯऎჅКߞקփࠡۖۦ

ܼȄԳಯ҃ನЙᕕቅತԳ࢙៉ࢉїళۤഺᇌў
ޱȂᕕႍ࢙៉බжݵጁࡵߞҞ֖ݑᓙ႙ྍࢠޱ
ڍȄ

D

eed partitioning is not a simple process, and there
is always the risk of the sale and purchase being
delayed by difficulties encountered in the process.
Hence, estate agents should not lightly advise clients
to enter into sale and purchase arrangements which
necessitate deed partitioning.

ϘԩԳಯ҃ನԴϘمܟӹݽКऎᎱᛕў֖
ڰȂփў࣏ϘᅆшȄգᝯߞمԒգϬኸȂ
ႍԩ҃ನ࢙៉ўшᜪیԊᎱԪॗȂжኸ
ᘉϢمȂࠑڭӯѽϯߞՉవઘфжݵႍߏߞ
ጁࡵȂգᝯؔቮॗĸĲıчȄ

࣏ݺȂႍԩ҃ನՉవў܍ЄԐሃᎱўබႍߏ
ߞϘጁ۶ϟጁሃᎱўඏ֜ӲᗜᎱԪॗȂӺ
ݺԢџՉవўϮшሃᎱўබߏߞԳϭඏ֜

In this inquiry hearing case, an estate agent acted for
both purchaser (a couple) and vendor in a transaction
involving a three-storey village house. The agent
proposed to the couple to enter into two separate
agreements for sale and purchase in respect of different
floors. The agent further advised that this arrangement
involved deed partitioning, which required 7 to 10 days
for a solicitor to handle.

ӲᗜᎱԪॗȄ

ࢢڽȂӤݺႍߏӏକیݺԊᗜॗߞށӹџ
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॔ࢠ৶ྻሮऎႍԩ҃ನٟգᓲՇȮᑆՇՇࡋȯ
КĴįĵįĲࣱȂӏգ࠲ቪ۶࠳་ࢉїߞૈ׀Ȃڭᅆ

The agent arranged for the purchaser to enter into two
provisional agreements for sale and purchase (PASP) of
the property, one with the husband for the ground floor
and one with the wife for the first and second floors.
However, the deed partitioning could not be completed
in time, resulting in the postponement of the completion
of the sale and purchase of the property. Eventually, the
couple entered into a new agreement for the sale and
purchase of the property as one block.

ӹݽԧўгӀгӒȂԯթԨҁ֯ҍሯȂڭѷԴ
๕ϯࠢҐ౧ԆȂঋِҁԴϘՐаۤఀࢺ᠈
་ᄑϭߞĲĳৎᐯжȄ
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The Disciplinary Committee was of the view the agent
concerned had not complied with paragraph 3.4.1
of the Code of Ethics, in that he had failed to protect
and promote the client’s interests and to be fair to
every party involved in the transaction. Hence, he
was admonished and a condition was attached to his
licence, requiring him to obtain 12 points under the
Continuing Professional Development Scheme within a
year.

॔ࢠुୈৎ੯жڳġșġ
ؠԤׂ߳ᆓࡊИ߬Ңњ
Inquiry hearing case —
Failure to safeguard
a client’s credit card
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॔ࢠ৶ྻሮऎȂႍԩ҃ನٟգຠ࠲ᇒਛ
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౧ԆȂঋِҁԴϘՐаۤఀԴࢺ᠈་ᄑ
НϭߞĲĳৎᐯжȄ
ҩϘўবȂႍԩ҃ನߞ៳ݙԳಯ҃ನгҦȂٟգ
നӲຠߞؔ࢘ۘݕѽᆾရ۶ᇒನҹݙᄌӡߞ
Գಯ҃ನߞЍ֯ȂჁхȮԳಯ҃ನ௱ഢȞϘଠയ
ԇфশส֝ՈߏȟഢڼȯĲĶ౧Ȃജ॔ࢠ৶
ྻ᠔യфᇳภĳေЮȄ

W

hen estate agents ask a prospective purchaser
to provide his identity card and/or credit card
at the request of the developer in promoting the firsthand residential properties, they must state clearly the
purposes for which the identity card and/or credit card
will be used and also properly safeguard the cards to
prevent their misuse.
In this inquiry hearing case, an estate agent arranged
for a prospective purchaser to view the show flats of a
development. The agent told the prospective purchaser
that in order to enable him to obtain the price list of
the units in the development, he had to provide the
developer with the identity card and credit card of
the prospective purchaser. The agent also assured
the prospective purchaser that no amount would be
debited against his credit card since he had not signed
any document to that effect. The prospective purchaser,
therefore, gave both his identity card and credit card to
the agent in order to obtain the list.
The agent subsequently provided the prospective
purchaser with the prices of some of the units. The
prospective purchaser was not interested in the units
and requested the return of his identity card and credit
card. However, after collecting his credit card, he
discovered that several hundred thousand dollars had
been charged to it in three transactions. The agent
explained that his colleague had misunderstood the
situation, thought that the prospective purchaser would
purchase a unit, and swiped the credit card for payment
of the deposit. The prospective purchaser subsequently
obtained a refund of the amount that had been charged
to his credit card.
The EAA Disciplinary Committee was of the view that
the agent had not properly safeguarded the prospective
purchaser’s credit card and failed to discharge his
duties with due care and due diligence. As he had failed
to comply with paragraph 3.5.1 of the Code of Ethics,
he was reprimanded and a condition was attached to
his licence which required him to obtain 12 points under
the Continuing Professional Development Scheme
within a year.
Furthermore, the Disciplinary Committee found that
the estate agency company concerned had failed to
establish proper procedures or systems to supervise
or manage its frontline staff, and was thus in breach of
Section 15 of the Estate Agents Practice (General Duties
and Hong Kong Residential Properties) Regulation.
The Disciplinary Committee decided that the company
should be reprimanded and fined $20,000.
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শสྲधԳಯ҃ನᗑྻѹਯߙኊཱིӑҡߞྍڍ
Views from Chairman of the H.K.N.T. Estate Agents and Merchants
Association Mr Yau Hing-sun
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ݵጁࡵȷಝઘ᎑ᛔߞؔȂቮঋӤ
ࢠਰನȂփѷЙ៳ݺԳಯ҃ನߞ

“D

eed partitioning” involves complicated procedures
and should be handled by a professional solicitor.

ߢᝊፑඛНаȂԯթԳಯ҃ನᕕ࢙៉ࢉїᓙ

Such procedures are not part of the professional

႙ࢠਰߞྍڍȂЙᕕቅತԨࢉї෩ҍ࢙៉Ȅ

knowledge expected of estate agents. When estate
agents come across issues relating to “deed partitioning”,

ݺҩϘܟৎ੯КߞԳಯ҃ನ

they should advise their clients to seek legal advice and

ӏఀࢉїߞఱᡋӡҁߞࠫӡ

must not make any suggestion rashly.

ҙՙᎮȂх࣍ҁߞѪӀࠧ
௱ЙږȂϵ҄Ϡᜃᆷҁٟգ႕

Regarding the estate agent who failed to properly

ࠫȄ֯ऎߞԳಯ҃ನȂ

safeguard his client’s credit card, his professional standard

ನࢉїߞࠫӡҙঋϩжЈѕȂ

was far from satisfactory and his integrity questionable.

ϵӅԐঋۤఀࢉїߞఱᡋȂЖ

A professional estate agent should exercise due care

ҞӡࢉїߞࠫӡҙᜳѾࠛȄ

in handling his client’s credit card and seek his client’s
authorisation before arranging for payment by credit card.

Գಯ҃ನȞం৶ȟᗁгྻѹਯ֔ϯᑹӑҡߞྍڍ
Views from Estate Agent Association Chairman Mr Evan Ng
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їȂжࡵգҞକྻ҄ߏӹܼݽᓵ؆Ȃᢰࢉї

estate agent should advise his client that the partitioning

ւዋ࣏་֖ႍؔȄ

be handled by a solicitor. He should also remind his client

ލਛգྍබߏ་֖жࡵȂԳಯ҃ನ
ᕕ࢙៉ࢉїӹӤࢠਰನȂڭѷ෩ᓹࢉ

f a client intends to enter into a sale and purchase
arrangement which involves deed partitioning, the

that the property transaction may be delayed due to
ࠫӡҙ࣏ࢉїদঋߞߏȂৎ

difficulties which may be encountered in the process of

੯КߞԳಯ҃ನԨࢉїۤఀࠫ

deed partitioning, so that his client may consider whether

ӡҙࢢȂٟգళۤᏋညَᢼҝ

to proceed or not.

࠲ᇒȂѣ૿Ϟሮૌ۶ߞᅗ
࢘Ȅᆾᇒ؊Џ၃ҍࢽєȂঋ

In another case, an estate agent did not follow proper

ِԳಯ҃ನం৶Դฆࢉїѽ

procedures to safeguard his client’s credit card, which

ࠫӡᶗӹѾࠛێݕҁԇ֣ภ

is an important document. He failed to demonstrate the

༵ࡈȂ༷પۤ־ఀࢉїߞ੩বԢྍȂ࢙៉Ґి

professional attitude expected of an estate agent. The EAA

ڈधȂፁ࠲ం৶ᓲ֖ႍࢽєȄ

has recently issued a practice circular, which, amongst
others, requires practitioners to specifically obtain the
written approval of the prospective purchaser before any
arrangement could be made to use the purchaser’s credit
card for the payment of deposits or other purposes. The
training of practitioners should be stepped up to ensure
compliance.
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